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Mission
The STC on Sustainable Computing (STC-SC) is one of the initial set of IEEE Special Technical Committees (STC). The STC-SC takes a holistic view of information technology (IT). Any domain that uses or could potentially benefit from using IT is relevant to STC-SC. The two primary goals of STC-SC are: (1) to promote the design and implementation of sustainable computing; and (2) to facilitate computing for sustainability. With respect to these goals, topics relevant to STC-SC include (but are not limited to):

- Energy efficient design and operation of IT equipment (servers, storage and networks).
- Sustainability across the life cycle of IT equipment and processes.
- Measurement and evaluation of the sustainability of existing IT infrastructures.
- Models or methods that facilitate sustainable computing.
- Use of computing to systematically improve the sustainability of non-IT processes.

Letter from the Editor
Last month, our membership almost tripled in size! Our STC is becoming a torchbearer for the sustainable computing movement. There are several reasons why. Martin and Ishfaq have put together strong outreach efforts (e.g., this newsletter) and our officers are passionate. Also, it is easy to join (visit the URLs on the front cover). But in this letter, I want to highlight a shared feature between our STC and the sustainable computing movement: They are both grassroots efforts. Members, like yourself, have spoken with your friends in one-on-one settings, "Hey, I am really interested in green computing because sustainability is an important problem to me." You are posting news from this STC to your Facebook page, bringing in new members.

Let's keep it up! Have you mentioned this STC on your home web page? Is it an interest/project on your LinkedIn account? Your efforts can influence others. Thank you for your leadership. Oh, and welcome to the group.
How many students do we need?

In the context of a series of short courses given at NICTA, I recently presented a series on an introduction to networking. These short courses were organised across five different venues in Australia: two in Sydney, one in Canberra, one in Melbourne and one in Brisbane. Delegates could attend the venues in person or via video conferencing. While it is generally accepted that video conferencing is cheaper, in terms of GHG emission, this post will look at the numbers and try to find a simple relation between the minimum number of students attending remotely and the green effect of setting up a DiffServ network between the aforementioned venues.

The Setup: The course spanned 3 days with 8 hours of presentation every day. Every venue received between 2 and 10 student registrations. Students were to attend in person or as a remote group from their laboratory. Students viewing from a lab streamed the course through an AARNET website. NICTA booked seminar rooms at the Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane and Sydney laboratories. AARNET deployed a DiffServ service over their network that connected NICTA to the Internet.

We chose this setup because we thought that bringing all the students to a single venue would have cost a lot, in terms of energy. Students outside of major cities would have travelled an average of 1000 kilometres each. However, we ended up having only one student that followed the entire course remotely, while another one was coming in and out. Based on the disappointing outcome of seeing only one student on the remote site (instead of the 20 registered), I decided to see if tele-teaching was really worth it.

The Numbers: The numbers presented hereafter came from four different sources. The first one is “Sustainable Energy — without the hot air”, David JC Mac Kay, a very interesting and comprehensive book available freely on the Internet. The second source is coming from the work of Rod Tucker from the University of Melbourne. I also used the effective electricity consumption of the NICTA building from our facility manager. Finally, the last source I used was the energy consumption for a 737-800 aircraft from Boeing.

If you want to bring students into 1 central venue, it will cost airplane tickets. You also need a conference room and air conditioning unit. For this portion of the analysis, we can ignore the air conditioning unit (you’ll see why shortly). We can compute the required consumption for one student for a 1000 km trip:

\[ C_{\text{onSite}} = \text{NbLitres} \times \text{PowerOfLitre} \]

Which, based on our sources, gives a consumption per student whatever the length of the course of:

\[ C_{\text{onSite}} = 600\text{kWh} \]

This value is obtained as follows; the consumption per passenger of a Boeing 737-800 is around 3L per 100 km. The round trip is about 2000km. Burning 1 L of kerosene produces 10kWh. Hence the consumption depicted above.

Continued on page 6

Our first ever Pick of the Month winner received the Best Paper Award at IGCC 2011 and it is easy to see why. It is replete with timely intellectual and practical contributions. On the modelling side, the paper proposes a novel discretization method for performing Fast Fourier Transforms on datacenter traces. On the systems side, there is an adaptive approach to respond to unexpected workload surges. These contributions combine to significantly reduce SLA violations, a worthy goal according to any practitioner. For this month’s feature, I was fortunate to interview Anshul Gandhi and Daniel Gmach.

Christopher Stewart: Best paper at IGCC is quite an honor. Given the positive reception from the community and the topic (SLAs and power), I’d imagine that you could have sent this paper to other competing conferences. What led you to submit to IGCC instead of other top forums?

Anshul Gandhi: Surprisingly, while there are a lot of systems conferences, there are very few green computing conferences. IGCC was clearly at the top of the list for green computing conferences.

Daniel Gmach: Thanks, Christopher. I can only speak for myself here but I believe my coauthors thought similar. During my daily work, I came across some IGCC papers from the previous year and was highly impressed by quality and impact. So, I decided that this is a very good conference where I wanted to publish.

Christopher Stewart: Let’s get into the technical aspects of the paper. In your opinion, what will be the most influential contributions from this work? When did you realize that these contributions could be important?

Anshul Gandhi: The workload discretization, including the DP [dynamic programming] approach, and the combination of predictive and reactive provisioning.... The workload discretization idea was not part of the [original] agenda and was conceived along the way. However, once we implemented our DP based discretization idea...we were confident that this would be an influential contribution.

Daniel Gmach: I agree that FFTs are very useful to predict patterns. They are actually used quite frequently to determine re-occurring patterns in time series. A common alternative are auto-correlation functions, which [can] also work very well. I’ve used FFTs and autocorrelation functions in the past.... Anshul and Manish have great expertise on FFTs.... The implementation itself was mostly done by Anshul during his internship at HP Labs. He is a very good student who has great theoretical as well as practical background.
Nominations are Open!

Each issue of the Sustainable Computing Register features a Pick of the Month, a research publication or industry project that has significantly advanced the field of sustainable computing. The goal is to increase awareness within our community about high-impact, transformative research.

**Selection Process:**
1. Members can submit worthy papers and industry projects by emailing me.
2. Submissions endorsed by 2 STC-SC officers will advance to public vote on Facebook.
3. By visiting our Facebook page, all members can vote for their favorite paper. At the end of each month, the paper with the most votes will become a Pick of the Month (provided the authors agree to be interviewed). Papers nominated but not selected for more than four (4) months will be removed.

**Requirements for nominees:**
- The paper must have been published in a peer-reviewed, research forum.
- The paper must be related to sustainable computing, e.g., energy efficiency, renewable-powered computing, smart grid, life cycle of ICT, smart buildings, etc.
- The paper must have been published in the last 2 years.
- Industry projects must have shown significant practical impact or intellectual contribution.

Christopher Stewart: Alright, a lighthearted question: How much time was there between when the last graph was produced and when the paper was submitted? Did you sleep that night?

Anshul Gandhi: I hate to disappoint you, but we actually got all our results done a couple of months before we finished our paper. This project was part of my 2010 summer internship, and so we made sure that we finish all the experiments before my internship was done.

Daniel Gmach: In my opinion, good time management and giving yourself enough time to finalize and improve the presentation of the paper is very important. The history of this paper might be a good example for this.

Christopher Stewart: Increasingly, researchers are beginning to look at sustainable systems that use little energy and/or are powered by clean energy. But your work reminds us that these systems better perform well too, as measured by the SLA. What do you see as the key research challenges facing SLA management going forward, especially for sustainable systems?

Anshul Gandhi: I think researchers have realized that focusing on performance SLAs alone is not sustainable. I believe that SLAs need to be restructured, wherever possible, so as to take into account some form of "sustainability". In some scenarios, this is already happening. There are tax credits for businesses that meet certain eco-friendly standards, so there is also a cost motivation for this restructuring. In recent years, researchers have looked at metrics such as "Performance-per-watt" or "queries per joule", or holistic metrics such as PUE.

Thus, the key research challenge here is to come up with SLAs that take sustainability into account, either explicitly (99% of requests should complete in 500ms, using no more than x watts of power per request), or implicitly (a weighted sum of cost for missing performance targets and cost for consuming power).

Christopher Stewart: Thank you both for your time and valuable contribution to the field. Best wishes on your future endeavors. I hope to see you at IGCC 2012.
On the other hand, you will need to have one A/C unit per site (4.8kW) which in our case is three extra unit compared to the other scenario if we discard the common one to both scenarios. Then you will need to setup the DiffServ network and finally you will consume power for the traffic (21kW for a 10Mbit/s encoding). As the course lasted for 24 hours we have a consumption, regardless of the number of students, of:

\[ C_{tele} = 436.6 \text{kWh} \]

Furthermore, we can compute that we need a course of more than 28 hours to make one 1000km trip more efficient in terms of energy than the tele-teaching.

**Conclusion:** Tele-teaching used less energy than the on-site approach. We can now ask the real question: What is the product of teaching? In a recent blog post, I questioned the current trend in sustainable computing. How do we assess the value of a (so-called) “green solution?” In particular, I wondered what could be considered to be the measurable product of a distributed service. Here, the distributed service is the teaching/learning content, and usually in order to evaluate teaching a post-course questionnaire is given to students in which they assess the course. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain enough data to reach statistical significance. In my opinion, tele-teaching is the way to go, especially when you have courses over several campuses, but there are still new methods and tools being developed.
STC Updates

by Giuliano Casale, Imperial College

Report from the chair: With our monthly newsletter now up and running, our focus is shifting to other topics. We have followed up with IEEE CS about technically cosponsoring conferences and workshops. Over the next several months we intend to test out the process. At the beginning of this month we wrote a progress report on the activities of our STC thus far and shared it with the chairs of the other STCs. The intent of this report is to share our lessons learned, so that others can leverage what worked well for us, while avoiding things that did not work as anticipated. Lastly, we are exploring options to ramp up our membership growth. We have been challenged to surpass 100 members as quickly as possible. We ask all current members to please encourage their colleagues in the field of sustainable computing to join our STC.

- Martin Arlitt

Membership: 64

Report from Secretary/Treasurer (Giuliano Casale):
• Collected officers' activity reports and prepared monthly STC report.

Report from Conferences Chair (Diwakar Krishnamurthy):
• Set up collaborations with SuperComputing, GCM and CNSM. Circulated newsletter to these communities.
• Approached several other conferences and workshop organizers.

Report from Academic Chair (Niklas Carlsson):
• Sketching on a potential short-feature that may help show case academic and industry groups/people. This effort will be coordinated with Canturk Isci.

Report from Membership Chair (Anirban Mahanti):
• Facebook group has 35 members, Linked-In group has 25, 13 new members from website.
• Circulated invitations to colleagues, this resulted in doubling of the membership count.

Report from Communications Chair (Abhishek Chandra):
• Continued to identify conferences, workshops and journals relevant to sustainable computing.
• Prepared a spreadsheet for inclusion in the monthly newsletter and website.

Report from Policies and Procedures Chair (Stephen Dawson):
• Documenting implemented STC-SC processes and gathering requirements for future processes.

Report from Industry Chair (Canturk Isci):
• Worked on narrowing down the IBM industry feature, identifying the potential focus projects.
• Explored new industry-academic programs related to sustainable computing.

Report from the Newsletter Editor (Christopher Stewart):
• Setting up the voting process for Pick of the Month series
• Looking for short contributions to the newsletter
The journal for sustainable computing research

Sustainable computing research spans computer science, electrical engineering, sustainability science, and many other engineering disciplines. SUSCOM publishes research findings related to energy-aware and thermal-aware management of computing resources, as well as research on computing applications with ecological and societal impacts.

Submit your article at http://ees.elsevier.com/suscom/